Deixis cannot be separated to language itself because deixis is a part of language. One of language forms in our environment are comics. It is the popular literary works that teenager read besides novel and short story. The objectives of this research can be further detailed as the following; (1) To find kinds of deixis that are in Kamio Yuoko"s Hana Yori Dango. (2) To know the situation of deixis are in Kamio Youko"s Hana Yori Dango. The design of this research is descriptive qualitative research. It describes deixis found in Hana Yori Dango comic. This research uses the descriptive qualitative research. The result of this research are; (1) The kinds of English deixis found in Hana Yori Dango comic are; eighty five person deixis, twelve place deixis, thirteen time deixis, thirteen social deixis, and seventeen discourse deixis. So, it can be concluded the the dominan deixis which is used in Hana Yori Dango comic is person deixis and the minor deixis is place deixis and (2) The dominant situation in Hana Yori Dango comic is utterance situation related to person and social deixis in finding. So, the theory of deixis analysis from Jaszczolt (2002, p.191) is sticked with the result of deixis found in Hana Yori Dango comic. In this study, the kinds of deixis most commonly found is person deixis. It indicates that the author extremely want to show the figures in the story of comic. It can be seen from the portion of conversation made by the author is simple and short utterance and also related to some elements in comic itself.
person, time, place, social, discourse, that is called as deixis. Based on explanation before, deixis also related to speaker, listener and also speech event and that way is deixis included in pragmatic study. While pragmatic as Yule (1996, p. 3) stated that concern to study of meaning as communication of speaker and hearer that related to contextual meaning.
Conversation not only occurs in direct way by talk face to face but also indirect, for example write a message by telephone as tools. Then conversation happen in written and is influenced by imagination namely literary works like drama, short story, film, novel, etc. deixis has been issues in some studies because in many literary works contain pointing words. It is proved by some researchers that have investigated, such as : Bejo Sutrisno, M.Pd investigate deixis on interactional oral discourse with the title "Conversation Analysis Between Vegetable Seller and Buyers at A Complex of Taman KintamaniTambun, Bekasi, Ike Endah Rachmawati, Diponegoro University Semarang entitled the use of person deixis in relation to politeness function, Rosmawaty from State University of Medan with her research analysis the use of the kind of deixis on Ayat-Ayat Cinta novel by Habiburrahman El-Shirazy, Deixis In Raditya Dika"s Utterances In StandUp Comedy Show by Harna Malau and Lince Sihombing and Dimas Pramianto from University of Muria Kudus with his research Deixis Found in "One Piece" Comic.
One of that researchers above used comic as the object of this research, therefore it supported the writer to choose comic in this study because it is also example of literary works besides novel, short story, poetry and drama but seldom be the object to investigate not only in linguistic even in literature.
Then Pragmatic is study about meaning that related to the context. It concern to study of meaning as communication of speaker and listener that related to contextual meaning, (Yule, p.3) . Pragmatic has some aspects that should concern such as speaker, listener and context. As those considering that pragmatic also happen in conversation to communicate, there is study brought of it which called deixis.
Understanding the definition of deixis, many linguists have presented the definition of deixis. Jaszczolt (2002, p.191) stated that "deixis" derives from Ancient Greek which means "to show", "to point out. Deixis is the phenomenon of encoding contextual information by means of lexical items of grammatical distinctions that provide this information only when paired with this context. In other words, it means lexicalizing or grammaticalizing contextual information, that is making it into obligatory grammatical or lexical distinctions. They give instructions to the addressee that context has to be consulted in order to grasp the meaning of the utterance.
In Another side, Fromkin in her book An Introduction to Language (1991, p.199) said that in all languages there are many words and expressions whose reference relies entirely on the situationsal context of the utterance and can only be understood in light of these circumstances. This aspect of pragmatics is called deixis . First and second person pronouns such as ; my, mine, you, your, yours, we, ours, and us are always deictic because their reference is entirely dependent on context. You must know who the speaker and listener are in order to interpret them.
According to Yule (1996, p.9 ) stated that deixis is a technical terms for one of the most basic things people do with utterances. It means "pointing" via language. By knowing and understanding deixis, the reader can easily determine the aspects of deixis such as person, spatial or place, temporal or time, social and discourse deixis. Besides Fromkin et al. (1991, p.1) According to Jaszczolt (2002, p.205) , deixis has been classified in the literature as (1) person deixis; (2) place deixis; (3) time deixis; (4) discourse deixis; and (5) social deixis. Those kinds of deixis are discussed as follows:
(1) Person deixis
Person deixis encodes the role of participants in the speech event, such as speaker, addressee, other entities. Person deixis is encoded in pronouns: "I" for the speaker, "you" for the addressee, "he", "she", "it", "we", "they", for others. Pronoun system different from language to language: different information is grammaticalized. Person deixis can be grasped only when we understand the roles of the speaker, source of the utterance, recipient, the target of the utterance, and hearers who are not addressees or targets. Only then can we successfully replace the pronoun and adjectives as in the examples of (a) by those in (b) or (c) in processing the utterance. Place deixis encodes spatial locations relative to the interlocutors. Here we allocate demonstrativesproximal and distal in English, and adverbs of place: "here" and "there". Place deixis specifies the location relative to the speaker and the addressee as in "ten meters further", "ten miles east of here", "here", "there". "Here" as the unit of space the includes the place the location of the speakers at the time of the utterance or a location proximal to the speaker"s location at the time of the utterance the place pointed at if the use of "here" is gestural. In some cultures, demonstratives can be distinguished on principles other than distance from the speaker, such as (i) close to the addressee, (ii) close to the audience, (iii) close to persons not participating in the event as well as (iv) on the basis of directions -above, below, or even (v) visible-non-visible to the speaker or (vi) upriver-downriver from the speaker, depending on the system of conceptualizing space used in the particular language. Time deixis (3) Time deixis
Encodes temporal units relative to the time of the utterance. Here we distinguish coding time (time of utterance) and receiving time (time of the recovery of the information by the hearer). Tense markers and adverbs of time ("now", "tomorrow", "next year") also belong to this category. Time deixis is also oriented towards the in discourse. "Now" means the time at which the speaker is producing the utterance. It is the coding time, different from the receiving time, although in practice the events of coding and receiving are, with an allowed approximation, co-temporal. The deictic centre can be projected on to the addressee as in an example below. "Now" refers to the time at which the addressee learns the truth, which follows the time at which the author of the letter coded the message. For example: You know the whole truth now. I knew it a week ago, so I wrote this letter. (4) Discourse deixis Discourse deixis encodes reference to portion of discourse. Discourse deixis is not one of the basic deictic categories. By means of this device we can rever to portions of discourse, as in "in the last paragraph", "this story", sentence-initial "therefore", "in conclusion", "anyway", "all in all", where the reference is relative to the utterance. (5) Devlin and Rosenberg (1990, p.56) showed that situations theory could also be used to analyze language use from an action perspective. Besides that Barwise and Perry (1980, p.4) wrote of situations are parts of the world, clearly recognized in common sense and human language, because situations is not just of objects, properties, and relations. But objects having and standing in relations to one and the other. Events and episodes are situations in time, scenes are visually perceptions and facts are situations enriched or polluted by language. Therefore based on those descriptions, situations is the goal that provides some indication of manner in which method may be applied.
The basic idea of situationss is utterance. In the simplest version, analyzes utterances in terms of three situations, namely utterance situations, resource situations and focal situations. a. Utterance situation is context in which the utterance is made and received. It related to speaker and listener. b. Resource situation can become available for exploitation in various ways, such as by being perceived by the speaker, the objects of the some common knowledge about the world, the way world is, and built up by previous discourse. c. Focal situation also known as described situation. Focal situation is part of the world the utterance is about like features of the utterance situation.
METHOD
In this research, the writer used descriptive qualitative method and critical analyzing which analyze and to identify every utterances in comic using deixis. The data analysis technique used in this research is descriptive qualitative. Whereas, descriptive qualitative is a technique stated by statement, quotation or description by explanation. It is used to give more clear description about the study qualitatively by choosing, considering, defining and arranging the fixed data.
Critical analyzing is an analyzing that make people to be more focus with main purpose of research, Macmillan (2001, p.38) . Then the writer will describe the data which will answer two questions in statement of problem. Object of this research is manga comic by Kamio Yuoko entitled Hana Yori Dango in English version series. The writer used deixis theory based on Jaszczolt (2002, p.191) The utterance it above as example of person deixis as subject pronoun. Whereas it refers to the view of speaker saw at Makino"s class. Then the word he also represent the example of person deixis as subject pronoun which Makino said to point her friend. In addition, it and he included into utterance situation because it refers to context in which utterance is made and received by Devlin and Rosenberg (1990, p.56) . Makino made the utterance it to show the situation at class when her friend back to school just for collect his stuff and make her utterance can received by the listener. Then he as the utterance of Makino made to called her friend who did it.
I wear a fake smile every day. Myself, who didn"t have the courage to talk to Kimotokun. To tell the truth, I hate myself most of all. (p.19) The utterance most of all refers to the characterization of Makino who had changed after she becomes the students of Eitoku Academy. She can"t be herself as Makino which brave, strong personality and never give up to problem she occur. That is why most of all included into discourse deixis. Based on the utterance which discourse deixis has, it can be found that it including to resource situation. It caused of the utterance describe or built up by previous act who happen before of speaker and hearer.
What a childish and cruel game. And those bastards, the F4. (p. 8)
The word bastards including into social deixis because it showed status and relation of listener to speaker. According to example above, speaker used bastard to represent her point of view to F4. Besides that it also related to attitude of F4 in school. Therefore the utterance bastards included into social deixis Moreover, based on the function of the utterance bastards in that example as listener who said by speaker, if connected to situation theory by Devlin and Rosenberg (1990, p. 56) it included into utterance situation. It can be liked that because bastards is part of listener or in the other word it represent as participant who received the utterance in speech event.
Based on the findings, many kinds of deixis are found in Kamio Youko"s Hana Yori Dango comic. While, it divided into five types are person deixis, discourse deixis, social deixis, time deixis and place deixis. Kamio Youko as the author of that comic used deixis to arrange and avoid the repetition in conversation between each figures in there. Besides that, it also influenced by comic features which provide as location of author to put the conversation. That is why the utterance in comic contains with simple and short utterance of dialogue.
In this study, the kinds of deixis most commonly found is person deixis. It indicates that the author extremely want to show the figures in the story of comic. It can be seen from the portion of conversation made by the author is simple and short utterance and also related to some elements in comic itself. The finding supported by deixis theory according to Jaszczolt (2002, p.191) Furthermore, in situation theory based on Devlin and Rosenberg (1990, p. 56) there are three types of situation namely : utterance situation, resource situation and focal situation. Person deixis as the dominant kinds of deixis in Hana Yori Dango comic related to situation of that conversation made and received. In the other word, it can called utterance situation where as it concern to speaker and listener. Actually, in fact between three types of situation based on Devlin and Rothenberg theory, utterance situation also be the most situation is used because person deixis and added with social deixis be the most appears in Hana Yori Dango comic than the other. Person deixis and social deixis has closely related to subject or pronoun in conversation.
After that, discourse deixis is the second kinds of deixis which dominant appears in Hana Yori Dango comic. Discourse deixis can be related to conclusion of speaker dialogue in comic. It can be exist without the other aspect to built up. For example to say all of that in the dialogue the author need to add some previous discourse to support the deictic of discourse deixis. After the author elaborate that before, then discourse deixis appears to replace that.
In Hana Yori Dango comic, Kamio Youko as the author also used that point in her comic. She wrote some actions that acted by F4 to Makino, then to called that actions again Kamio used the utterance of discourse deixis. That case also happen in situation aspect. According to Devlin and Rosenberg theory (1990, p. 56 ) about types of situation, resource situation is related to discourse deixis. Resource situation is available for exploitation of perceived by speaker, the object of some common knowledge about world to built up by previous discourse. So resource situation are in discourse deixis.
On the other hand, the kinds of deixis is time deixis which relate to reference to participant and also distinguish the moment of utterance from moment of reception. The word indicates this kinds of deixis is adverb of time such as : today, the next morning, now, yesterday and tomorrow. That words are pointing changes of time when speaker says the utterance. Makino used the deictic of time deixis to show when the event happen.
The last kinds of deixis is place deixis. According to Jaszczolt theory (2002, p. 191) , place deixis concern to location of participant in speech or dialogue. It connected to the deictic which indicate this deixis are here and there. Based on Hana Yori Dango comic, place deixis less used by Makino to the figure in that comic because some figures usually deliver the information to the other than mention about relative to location of participant.
Time deixis and place deixis interconnected each other in situation aspect. It cause of they have same function to described situation. As Devlin and Rosenberg (1990, p. 56) elaborate in their theory, part of the world that described the situation known as focal situation. Therefore time and place deixis including to focal situation. Based on Hana Yori Dango comic focal situation be the second dominant of types the situation after utterance situation. It is because after subject and object, adverb is also important aspect of sentence.
CONCLUSION
Based on the research, the writer found many deixis are in Hana Yori Dango by Kamio Youko. After collecting the data, the kinds of deixis in Makino utterance in comic show are classified based on the kinds according to Jaszczolt theory (2002, p.191) . There are five types of deixis namely person deixis, place deixis, time deixis, social deixis, and discourse deixis. It is found that there were one hundred fourthy occurrences of deixis which are divided into eighty five person deixis, twelve place deixis, thirteen time deixis, thirteen social deixis, and seventeen discourse deixis.
It indicates that speaker and listener are important aspect in utterance of conversation. When person want to talk something or make a conversation, he need the listener as participant in speech event. It"s not wrong if the conversation did not have listener as who received the topic but the purpose of speaker want to deliver in the utterance to make conversation can"t be implement.
In another side, the chosen language of speaker and listener as participant said in society can reflect the status and social situation. It can called as social deixis. From the definition social deixis has similar to person deixis but in social deixis, there are statuses or social situation that consider in society. Social deixis is used by the author in Hana Yori Dango comic related to difference social situation Makino has central with her friends status at school.
There are seventeen discourse deixis which found by the writer in Hana Yori Dango comic. It can be seen that in comic also concern to the use of expression by the utterance refers to portion of discourse content although the author used simple and short utterance in conversation.
There are thirteen time deixis refers to the moment of utterance from moment reception. The words which indicate time deixis are tomorrow, now and yesterday. And there are twelve place deixis related to spatial location of participants in speech. It usually used here or there as indicate the location. Time deixis and place deixis have similar function to describe situation in comic.
From the situation that author emphasizes in the utterance, person deixis and social deixis included into utterance situation with the role related to context in which utterance made and received. In another word, it related to the situation of speaker and listener in the utterance. Then, discourse situation included into resource situation because resource situation is available for exploitation of perceived by speaker, the object of some common knowledge about world to built up by previous discourse. Lastly, time and place deixis included into focal situation that known as described situation. Time and place deixis are represented by adverb in the utterance that has function to explain the situation. That is the reason time and place deixis related to focal situation.
Therefore, based on explanation above comic still has the same aspect to another literary works like novel, short story, film, etc. Besides the difference characteristic of comic with short and simple utterance, it still concern to purpose and the rules to built good sentence in conversation. In generally, the author of comic used deixis and utterance situation as dominant finding in this research to show the figures that followed by certain situation in story.
